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1.

REFUGEES / FOREIGNERS / STRANGERS

EL METGE DE LAMPEDUSA
LIDIA TILOTTA AND PIETRO BARTOLO / ANNA MARIA RICART / MIQUEL GÓRRIZ
MONTJUÏC/ESPAI LLIURE. FROM OCTOBER 20 TO NOVEMBER 12
Pietro Bartolo has been a doctor on Lampedusa for thirty years. His autobiography,
Tears of salt, recounts a life spent caring for the exiles who sail to the island from the
coast of Africa. Actor Xicu Masó has made it his own with the help of director Miquel
Górriz and offers it to us in a first-person format.

MEDEA
EURIPIDES / LLUÍS PASQUAL/ ALBERTO CONEJERO
MONTJUÏC. FROM APRIL 11 TO MAY 12
Medea and Bérénice. Two women, two foreigners. When destiny uproots them, they can
only either suffer or unleash tragedy. Two options - two classics for our troubled times.
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BÉRÉNICE
JEAN RACINE / LLUÍS PASQUAL
MONTJUÏC. MAY 17, 18 AND 19
A cornerstone of French classicism, written to match the stature of a great actress. When
reasons of state come before everything else, only the tragedy of grief is left out of love.
It is no longer a question of living, but of governing instead. Featuring Emma Vilarasau
in the lead role.

BRUNDIBÁR
HANS KRÁSA / ADOLF HOFFMEISTER // DAVID ALBET / ERNEST MARTÍNEZ IZQUIERDO / ADRIÀ
AUBERT // ELS PIRATES TEATRE / GRUP INSTRUMENTAL BCN126 / COMUSITÀRIA
MONTJUÏC. JANUARY 9
In 1998, artistic director David Albet wanted to restore the children's opera premièred in
the Jewish ghetto in Prague in 1941, Brundibár, by Hans Krása and Adolf Hoffmeister.
And he did so with students from various public schools in Barcelona. Now, after twenty
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years, some of those students are bringing this eternal song of childhood and freedom
back to the stage.

MOLSA
DAVID CIRICI / THOMAS NOONE DANCE
MONTJUÏC/ESPAI LLIURE. FROM NOVEMBER 21 TO DECEMBER 17
Adaptation of the awarded and namesake novel by David Cirici which has dazzled
readers of all ages. Molsa is a performance for the family audience that speaks of the
misery and despair of war, but also a song of love, friendship, brotherhood and solidarity.

HISTÒRIES D’ISTANBUL, A CONTRAPEU
YEŞIM ÖZSOY GÜLAN / CARLES BATLLE / JOAN ARQUÉ SOLÀ
GRÀCIA. FROM MAY 16 TO JUNE 3
Twelve people in a series of intersecting stories, showing the life of a city that acts as a
watershed between continents and cultures. Variations on the oral narrative of the
Meddah, in a text by Yeşim Özsoy, the director of Galata Perform in Istanbul.
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2. AT RISK OF EXCLUSION

LIVING WITH THE LIGHTS ON
MARK LOCKYER / RAMIN GRAY / ACTORS TOURING COMPANY
GRÀCIA. OCTOBER FROM 26 TO 29
The thrilling true story of the Royal Shakespeare Company actor Mark Lockyer told by
himself. Addicted to alcohol and mentally ill with bipolar disorder, Lockyer lived on the
edge for almost ten years. This hilarious monologue is the result of his experiences.

TRANS (MÉS ENLLÀ)
DIDIER RUIZ / LA COMPAGNIE DES HOMMES
GRÀCIA. MAY FROM 10 TO 12
Last season, French director Didier Ruiz opened our memory by giving voice to senior
citizens. Now he aims to open the eyes and hearts of those whose sexual identity does
not correspond to the one assigned at birth.
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CINEMA
CLÀUDIA CEDÓ / ESCENARIS ESPECIALS
MONTJUÏC/ESPAI LLIURE. MAY 12 AND 13
For the last ten years Catalan project Escenaris Especials has made it possible for
people at risk of social exclusion to take part in theather productions. To celebrate, they
are taking us to the cinema guided by Clàudia Cedó, the head and heart of the project.

SIS PERSONATGES
JOAN YAGO / JUAN CARLOS MARTEL BAYOD
MONTJUÏC/ESPAI LLIURE. MAY 30 TO JUNE 10
They live on the streets, sleep in the street, and travel around the world. They are
homeless. We don't look at them and they don't challenge us. Today, here, there are six
of them on stage. True stories looking for the truth on the stage.
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3. EXTREME STUBBORNNESS

EXTREMITÉS
YANN ECAUVRE / CIRQUE INÉXTREMISTE
MONTJUÏC. JANUARY 13 AND 14
At the age of 21, acrobat Rémi Lecoq had an accident that left him in a wheelchair.
Convinced that nothing would shunt him aside from the circus, he ended up with two
artists who brought him back to the ring, and together they founded Cirque Inéxtremiste.

DARAL SHAGA
KRIS DEFOORT / LAURENT GAUDÉ / PHILIPPE DE COEN / FABRICE MURGIA
COMPAGNIE FERIA MUSICA
MONTJUÏC. JANUARY FROM 19 TO 21
Contemporary opera. Circus. Theatre. Cinema. Fragments of life between Melilla,
Lampedusa and Tijuana. Daral Shaga, by the Compagnie Feria Musica, is the mythical
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story of a god of migrants and their ability to cross borders without having to leave
anything on the other side, directed by Philippe de Coen and Fabrice Murgia.

RHÜMIA
MARTI TORRAS MAYNERIS / PEP PASCUAL / RHUM I CIA
GRÀCIA. FROM DECEMBER 21 TO JANUARY 14
We can’t help it: we're in love with Rhum & Co., and that’s why we’re bringing them back
with their rowdiest show ever. So, ladies and gentlemen, we present for the second
time… Rhümia!

OPUS
YARON LIFSCHITZ / CIRCA
MONTJUÏC. MAY 25 AND 26
They've come all the way from Australia to take us into Shostakovich's musical universe.
An abstract and emotional journey to the depths of the soul along with fourteen acrobats
and the musics of Debussy Quartet.
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BE GOD IS
ESPAI DUAL
GRÀCIA. JUNE FROM 8 TO 22
The hilarious show by Blai Juanet, Oriol Pla and Marc Sastre comes to our theatre in
Gràcia to bring the season to a close. Theatre, clowns, music and a heavy dose of
humour.

EL SOMRIURE AL PEU DE L’ESCALA
HENRY MILLER / RAMON SIMÓ
MONTJUÏC/ESPAI LLIURE. APRIL FROM 5 TO 29
Originally inspired by a series of circus and clown drawings by the cubist painter Fernand
Léger, The Smile at the Foot of the Ladder took a life of its own and was finally illustrated
by Joan Miró. A retired clown goes back into the ring because of an accident. His truth
will make him into a prophet of a faith that is not very Christian. One of Henry Miller's
most unusual stories, in defence of humanist art.
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4. LIVING TOGETHER

NIT DE REIS (O EL QUE VULGUIS)
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE / PAU CARRIÓ / LA KOMPANYIA LLIURE
GRÀCIA. FROM SEPTEMBER 14 TO OCTOBER 8
Pau Carrió directs his own version of Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night after his successful
Hamlet. Played by the young members of La Kompanyia Lliure, the show has lived music
by Arnau Vallvé.

OBABAKOAK
BERNARDO ATXAGA / CALIXTO BIEITO / TEATRO ARRIAGA ANTZOKIA
MONTJUÏC. OCTOBER FROM 25 TO 29
Bernardo Atxaga’s novel, Obabakoak (1988) won the Spanish Literature National Prize
for Fiction and was translated into twenty languages. In 2006, it was adapted into a film
directed by Montxo Armendáriz and now Calixto Bieito turns Obaba's mythical stories of
"people and things” into a theatrical show.
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LA VISITA DE LA VELLA DAMA
FRIEDRICH DÜRRENMATT / JORDI PALET I PUIG
FARRÉS BROTHERS I CIA
GRÀCIA. FROM JANUARY 18 TO FEBRUARY 4
Friedrich Durrenmatt’s The Visit of The Old Lady with actress Vicky Peña, playing the
role of the multimillionaire who returns to her home town ready to confront her past,
together with the muppets of Farres Brothers & Co. A show for adults.

BEGIN THE BEGUINE
JOHN CASSAVETES / ELKE JANSSENS / JAN LAUWERS
MONTJUÏC. OCTOBER FROM 23 TO 25
Theatrical version of the film script written by John Cassavetes for Peter Falk and Ben
Gazzara, shortly before his death. The Eros and Thanatos instincts, under the intense
gaze of Jan Lauwers. A project that took shape in the Burgtheater and was subsequently
revived at the Humain trop Humain in Montpellier.
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LA TRISTEZA DE LOS OGROS
FABRICE MURGIA / BORJA ORTIZ DE GONDRA
GRÀCIA. FROM FEBRUARY 7 TO 25
Based on the true stories of Natascha Kampusch and Bastian Bosse, Fabrice Murgia
creates a dark tale for teenagers. La tristeza de los ogros (The Sorrow of Ogres) was
originally performed at the Temporada Alta Festival in 2013. Now arrives at Teatre Lliure
in Gràcia having matured, won awards, and with homegrown actors. A farewell to
childhood.

EL TEMPS QUE ESTIGUEM JUNTS
PABLO MESSIEZ / LA KOMPANYIA LLIURE
MONTJUÏC/ESPAI LLIURE. FROM FEBRUARY 16 TO MARCH 11
Last season, Pablo Messiez ran a workshop with La Kompanyia Lliure. This show (As
Long as We’re Together), reworked and rewritten, is based on that experience.
Emotions, shared space and time. Pure theatre.
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SI MIREU EL VENT D’ON VE
NELL LEYSHON / MARC ROSICH / FERNANDO BERNUÉS
MONTJUÏC. FROM FEBRUARY 14 TO MARCH 18
Basque director Fernando Bernués presents Comfort Me with Apples by British
playwright Nell Leyshon in Catalan version by Marc Rosich. A story about maturity and
changes in rural England today set in an apple cider orchard.

WATCHING PEEPING TOM
ALÍCIA GORINA / INDI GEST
GRÀCIA. MARCH FROM 2 TO 4
Parents and children, cinema and theater, reality and fiction... All this and more,
condensed and ready to be seen, watched and dissected on the stage. A show on a
movie (and a magisterial lesson, and a performance ...) written by Alícia Gorina and
starred by his father, Àlex Gorina, accompanied by Alba Pujol. And if you want to watch
the movie, you'll can do it too!
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EL SISTEMA SOLAR
MARIANA DE ALTHAUS / CAROL LÓPEZ
GRÀCIA. FROM MARCH 21 TO APRIL 15
A dysfunctional family comes together for Christmas. The daughter has good intentions,
which means that a disaster is sure to ensue. El sistema solar is a hilarious comedy by
the Peruvian playwright Mariana de Althaus, a member of the Colectivo Viaexpresa,
directed by Carol López.
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5. ARTS AND LITERATURE

ESCRIT EN L’AIRE (GELABERT DANSA NOVARINA)
MOISÈS MAICAS / CESC GELABERT
GRÀCIA. NOVEMBER FROM 7 TO 12
It is always a pleasure to welcome Catalan dancer and choreographer Cesc Gelabert to
our stages. And it is a twofold pleasure, since he is presenting the essence of one of the
most magnificent figures on the French scene in recent years: the writer, director and
painter Valère Novarina. Escrit en l’aire (Written in the Air) is a space of action and
thought.

ALESSANDRO AMANTE
XAVIER SABATA / DANI ESPASA / VESPRES D’ARNADÍ
MONTJUÏC. DECEMBER 22
The countertenor Xavier Sabata will be at the Lliure with a recital that focuses on the
figure of the emperor Alexander the Great and is based on operas by Handel, Vinci and
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Porpora, among others. Direct from the eighteenth century, accompanied by the Vespres
d’Arnadí Baroque orchestra and conducted by Dani Espasa.
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6. REVIVALS

MARIA ESTUARD
FRIEDRICH VON SCHILLER / SERGI BELBEL
MONTJUÏC. FROM NOVEMBER 15 TO DECEMBER 10
Actresses Míriam Alamany and Sílvia Bel return with the historic battle of two implacable
queens.

RENARD O EL LLIBRE DE LES BÈSTIES
RAMON LLULL / MARC ROSICH / CLARA PEYA
TEATRE OBLIGATORI
MONTJUÏC. NOVEMBER FROM 7 TO 26
The second season at the Lliure for this marvellous cabaret for the kids. Ramon Lull’s
The Book of the Beasts, for animals of all sizes.
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IN MEMORIAM (LA QUINTA DEL BIBERÓ)
LLUÍS PASQUAL
LA KOMPANYIA LLIURE
MONTJUÏC. JUNE FROM 7 TO 30
The tribute to the members of the generation that fought the last great battle of the
Spanish Civil War returns to our venue in Montjuïc. With the young actors of La
Kompanyia Lliure.
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7. REHEARSAL AND PERFORMANCE
We present three texts to allow the audience to follow the working process from the
drawing board to the dramatized reading:

EL COSIDOR (THE DRESSMAKER) by Jean-Claude Grumberg. Or life after the Holocaust
within the walls of a dressmaking workshop. November 17, 18 and 19.
LARONDA.COM,

a contemporary version of Arthur Schnitzler’s La Ronde by Bruno
Fornasari. September 1, 2 and 3.
Chekhov’s LES TRES GERMANES (THE THREE SISTERS) December 15, 16 and 17.
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8. NOSALTRES - A DISPLAY OF INCLUSIVE THEATRE
NOSaltres emerged from the need to raise awareness about discrimination and social
inequality on grounds of race, origin, disability, gender, sexual orientation, ageing,
poverty and destitution, and the need to share sensitivity among all the members of our
society.
We have always believed that one of the main responsibilities of the theatre is to be a
mirror. The mirror of a society. Our society is currently broken, and we continue to be
reflected in the pieces. But if we are a mirror, that applies to everyone within it and not
only those who have time for reflection. It also applies to those of us who risk our lives and that's not an allegory - every second. It also means those who escape from the
werewolf in search of a shelter to survive, those who have tarmac as a mattress, those
able to express themselves on crutches or on wheels, or with invisible friends, and those
who are not allowed to be sexually free... Pieces of society that have not yet been
reflected in our ephemeral art, but are included within the programmes of the theatres in
Europe. It's time to run the risk of change. To put theatre at the service of all our social
reality. To become a true picture once again, even it is made of pieces.
NOSaltres is simply an attempt to show a part of society that people have tried to conceal
- to use theatre as a means not only of expression but also of real communication, and
to give a voice to those who the other fragments have made invisible.
The work we present consists of 4 theatre performances, 3 photographic exhibitions, film
screenings and talks based on four main subject areas: refugees, the disabled, sexual
diversity and homeless. All the off-stage activities will take place in May and June, in
both the Montjuïc and Gràcia venues.

EXHIBITIONS
11 Million Reasons to Dance by Sean Goldthorpe
Poética del espejo by Juan Lemus
Les rutes dels immigrants by Toni Arnau - Ruido Photo
FILMS
Caty Come Home by Ken Loach
Jo també vull sexe! by Montse Armengou and Ricard Belis
Be Like Others by Tanaz Eshaghian
Refugee Republic Interactive Documentary
Autoretrat short film session
Home Less by Thomas Wirthenshon
Yes, we fuck! by Raúl de la Morena and Antonio Centeno
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